
Christmas 900 is special in Troyes. Benoît and Alain, strange passing 
troubadours, catch the eye of every citizen. Their sense of celebration promises 

a special Christmas around magnificently decorated trees that they cut 
themselves from the nearby forests. What visionaries they were when this 

tradition would not extend to everyone until a few centuries later! However, 
the clergy do not welcome this eccentricity with much pleasure...

 SETUP

Don’t number the dice in the 6 columns:

Draw Christmas trees in the red and yellow districts 
like this (not in the white districts!):

 PLAYING THE GAME

Special RuleS:
1   Each half day, if you choose a die of a value that you have 

not already entered in any column, before using it to per-
form an action you must choose a column that is not yet 
numbered and number all 3 of that column’s dice with the 
value of your chosen die. You must number the columns 
according to the following rules:

• Values   from 1 to 6 must be used only once per district 
(a district includes all buildings of the same color).
• Values   in the same column must be identical.
• Each player may number their columns differently.

Nothing happens if a black die attacks a die that is not yet numbered. 
It is also impossible to build a building received as a bonus (by tracks 
bonus) in a column that is not yet numbered.

2   When the 2 buildings surrounding a Christmas tree are built, 
circle this tree. At the end of the game, win: 3/6/9/13/17/21 for 
1/2/3/4/5/6 circled Christmas trees.

Die 1 Die 2 Die 3 Black die

Morning ? ? ? ?
Afternoon ? ? ? ?

 8 : Welcome to... tRoyeS !

Scores to beat: (First game/Best score)

 Alain : 63/64       Xavier : 64/64      Sébastien : 52/52       Benoit : 46/56

25/12/2020

Difficulty: 

During Phase 1 (Roll the Dice) of each half day, roll all dice as 
normal:


